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Abstract 

Frequent pattern mining is one of the important tasks used in data mining domain. Frequent pattern mining is used to find 
interesting patterns from databases, such as association rules, correlations rules, sequence rules, classifier rules, and cluster rules. 
The main goal of the association rule is, to analyze the purchased products of a customer in a supermarket transactional data. 
Association rule is used to describe how frequently items are purchased together. It is mainly used in transactional data base. 
Data streams [12] are an ordered sequence of items that arrives in timely order. It is impossible to store the data in which item 
arrives. To apply data mining algorithm directly to streams instead of storing them before in a database. Real time surveillances 
system, telecommunication system, sensor network, financial applications, transactional data are some of the examples of the 
data stream systems. These types of streams produced millions or billions of updates every hour. As data stored in a database and 
data warehouse are processed by using some mining algorithm. Data mining [1] is defined as the process of extracting 
information or interesting pattern or end product from huge amount of data.  

  A synopsis data structure to monitor transactions in the sliding window so that we can output the current frequent 
itemsets at any time. I introduce a compact data structure, In memory data structure to maintain a dynamically selected set of 
itemsets over a sliding window. 

 

1. Introduction 

Frequent-pattern mining has been studied extensively in data mining, with many algorithms proposed and 
implemented (for example, Apriori, FP-growth, CLOSET, and CHARM. Frequent pattern mining and its associated 
methods have been popularly used in association rule mining , sequential pattern mining, structured pattern mining, 
iceberg cube computation, cube gradient analysis, associative classification, frequent pattern-based clustering , and 
so on. 

The main goal of the association rule is to discover all the rules that have the support and confidence 
greater than or equal to minimum support and confidence. When using this rule the user can omit the lower support 
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and confidence. The association rule is used to help the retailer to develop the marketing strategies, to help to know 
“which items are frequently purchased by customers”. It is also used to improve the inventory management, sales 
management and strategy management etc. 

In data streams the items are represented by record structure i.e. each individual data items may be relational tuples. 
Examples of some tuples are call records, web page visits, sensor reading etc. The rapid growth of continuous data 
has many challenges to store, computation and communication capabilities in computing system. The high speed 
data needs some techniques to perform real time extraction of hidden information. Data mining is the process of 
finding unknown information in a large database. It automatically searches large stores of data to discover patterns 
and trends that go beyond simple analysis. It is an extraction of interesting pattern or knowledge from huge amount 
of data. In data stream, data enters at a high speed rate. The system will not capable for storing the entire stream 
data, so it stores only a small amount of data. Data mining techniques help to find interesting patterns from unusual 
form of data. Data mining techniques plays a vital role in many large organizations. But nowadays, many new 
techniques and algorithms are used for data streams without dropping the events. Data stream algorithms are 
designed with clear focus on the development of the essential data. 

In this paper, we propose a novel tree structure, called the Compact tree (CT-tree) that can efficiently 
address all of the above. Using this tree, we can construct an FP-tree-like compact prefix-tree structure with one 
scan of the data stream and provide the same mining performance as the FP-growth technique through use of an 
efficient tree restructuring process. The main concept behind our CPS-tree construction is that the tree structure is 
periodically reorganized in a frequencydescending item order after inserting part of stream data (i.e., some 
transactions in the stream) in the previous item order. Through repeated reorganizations, the CPS-tree can maintain 
as much prefix sharing as possible in a prefix-tree with a single scan over a data stream, and provides better mining 
performance as a result. Similar to DSTree, we use the sliding window technique to find the complete set of recent 
frequent patterns by decomposing each window into batches of fixed numbers of transactions. 

             

2. Data Stream Mining 

Data Stream Mining is the process of extracting knowledge structures from continuous, rapid data records. A 
data stream is an ordered sequence of instances that in many applications of data stream mining can be read only 
once or a small number of times using limited computing and storage capabilities. Examples of data streams include 
computer network traffic, phone conversations, ATM transactions, web searches, and sensor data. Data stream 
mining can be considered a subfield of data mining, machine learning, and knowledge discovery. 

In many data stream mining applications, the goal is to predict the class or value of new instances in the data 
stream given some knowledge about the class membership or values of previous instances in the data stream. 
Machine learning techniques can be used to learn this prediction task from labeled examples in an automated 
fashion. In many applications, the distribution underlying the instances or the rules underlying their labeling may 
change over time, i.e. the goal of the prediction, the class to be predicted or the target value to be predicted, may 
change over time. 

In recent years, advances in hardware technology have facilitated the ability to collect data continuously. 
Simple transactions of everyday life such as using a credit card, a phone or browsing the web lead to automated data 
storage. Similarly, advances in information technology have led to large flows of data across IP networks. In many 
cases, these large volumes of data can be mined for interesting and relevant information in a wide variety of 
applications. When the volume of the underlying data is very large, it leads to a number of computational and 
mining challenges with increasing volume of the data, it is no longer possible to process the data efficiently by using 
multiple passes. Rather, one can process a data item at most once. This leads to constraints on the implementation of 
the underlying algorithms. Therefore, stream mining algorithms typically need to be designed so that the algorithms 
work with one pass of the data. 
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In most cases, there is an inherent temporal component to the stream mining process. This is because the data 
may evolve over time. This behavior of data streams is referred to as temporal locality. Therefore, a straightforward 
adaptation of one-pass mining algorithms may not be an effective solution to the task. Stream mining algorithms 
need to be carefully designed with a clear focus on the evolution of the underlying data. 

            Another important characteristic of data streams is that they are often mined in a distributed fashion. 
Furthermore, the individual processors may have limited processing and memory. Examples of such cases include 
sensor networks, in which it may be desirable to perform in-network processing of data stream with limited 
processing and memory. 

Data streams are used in various applications. Some important applications are as follows, 

2.1 Network monitoring in data stream 

2.2 Intrusion detection in data stream 

2.3 Sensor network analysis in data stream 

2.4 Cosmological application in data stream 

2.5 Environmental and weather data in stream 
 

 
2.1 Network monitoring in data stream 

Tele communication companies have massive streams of data containing information about phone calls. It 
is important to analyze the underlying data in order to determine the broad patterns in the data. This can be 
extremely difficult if the number of source-destination combinations is very large. Sketches can be used in order to 
determine important patterns such frequent call patterns, moments or even joins across multiple data streams. 
Sketches are extremely efficient because they use an additive approach to summarize the underlying data stream. 

 
2.2 Intrusion Detection in data stream 

In many applications the intrusions appear as sudden bursts of patterns in even greater streams of attacks. 
Intrusion makes the problem very difficult, because one cannot scan the data twice. Stream clustering turns outs to 
be quite useful for such problems. When known intrusions are received in the stream, they can be used in order to 
create class-specific clusters. These class specific clusters can be used to determine the nature of new clusters which 
arise from unknown intrusion detection. 

 

2.3 Sensor Network Analysis in data stream 

Sensors have played an important role for collecting a variety of scientific data from the environment. So it 
is considered as data stream. The challenging in processing sensor data is as follows [15]. 

2.3.1 Sensor data may be certain in nature. 
2.3.2 Data becomes very large because of different sources. 
2.3.3 To extract the underlying information in sensor stream is very difficult. 

Synopsis construction techniques are a natural approach for sensor problems because of the nature of the 
underlying aggregation 
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2.4 Cosmological Application in data stream 

The installation of large space stations, space telescope and observation result in large streams of data on 
different stars and clusters of galaxies. This is useful information about behavior of different cosmological objects. 
The amount of data received in a single day in such application can often exceed several tera bytes. In such cases, 
we are using synopsis technique for compressing the data. This concept is mainly focused on the accuracy of the 
underlying data. 

 
2.5 Environmental and Weather Data in stream 

Many satellite and scientific instruments collect environmental data such as cloud cover, wind speeds, 
humidity data and ocean currents. Such data can be used to make predictions about long and short term weather and 
climate changes. The challenge is to be able to combine these parameters in order to make timely and accurate 
predictions about weather driven events. 

 

 

3. Related work 

The first frequent pattern mining algorithm was Apriori [1] which was proposed in 1993 to find association 
rules among patterns. This technique finds the frequent patterns of length k from the set of already generated 
candidate patterns of length k _ 1. The main performance limitations of Apriori-like approaches result from the 
requirement for multiple database scans and a large number of candidate patterns, many of which prove to be 
infrequent after scanning the database. To overcome these problems, Han et al. proposed the frequent pattern tree 
(FP-tree) and the FP-growth algorithm; this algorithm reduces the number of database scans by two and eliminates 
the requirement for candidate generation. Introduction of this highly compact FP-tree structure led to a new avenue 
of research with regard to mining frequent patterns with a prefix-tree structure. However, the static nature of an FP-
tree and the requirement for two database scans limit the applicability of this algorithm to frequent pattern mining 
over a data stream. 

 General issues and research issues associated with frequent pattern mining over a data stream were 
reviewed in, respectively. However, because the scope of this work includes mining a data stream using a sliding 
window mechanism, we provide a thorough literature review focusing primarily on studies related to window-based 
approaches. 

The weighted sliding window WSW algorithm allows the user to specify the number of windows for 
mining, the size of the window and the weight each window. Using this algorithm the user can specify minimum 
weighted threshold value. They split the transaction into equal number of windows. Using the WSW algorithm they 
calculate the weight of each transaction in each window. If the weighted support count of an item is greater than or 
equal to minimum weighted threshold value it is called as frequent item set. Using the Apriori algorithm the user can 
generate the candidate item set also. When a candidate item set is generated we can determine whether it is frequent 
or not by using the WSW algorithm. Due to the characteristics of data stream there are lots of problems arise for 
mining stream data. Yo Unghee Kim, Won young Kim and Ungmo Kim had proposed a research paper called [7] 
“Mining frequent item sets with normalized weight in continuous data streams”. They proposed an efficient 
algorithm WSFI mine (Weighted Support Frequent Item sets mining) with normalized weight over data stream. The 
proposed WSFI-mine method is designed to mine all frequent item sets from one scan in the data stream. This 
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algorithm uses three phases. In the first phase the data stream is divided into 3 categories such as frequent items, 
latent items, and infrequent items. In second phase the author present a novel tree structure, called WSFP-tree that 
stores compressed crucial information about frequent item sets. WSFP-tree structure is an extended form of FP-tree 
growth technique. At last phase the WSFI-mine method discovers frequent item sets. Syed Khairuzzaman Tanbeer, 
Choudary Farhan Ahmad, Byeong-Soo Jeong, Young-Koo Lee had proposed a research paper [4] “Efficient 
frequent pattern mining over data streams“. In this paper they proposed a prefix-tree structure called CPS-tree 
(Compact Pattern Stream tree). The CPS tree uses a new technique called as dynamic tree restructuring technique to 
handle the stream data. This tree constructs a compact-prefix tree structure with single pass scanning. Its 
performance is as same as FP tree growth technique. After creating the CPS [13] tree we can refresh the tree at each 
window. For restructuring the CPS tree they used an efficient restructuring mechanism called as BSM method [14] 
and path adjusting method. Once the CPS tree is constructed current window the algorithm uses bottom up 
technique to generate exact set of recent frequent patterns. CPS-tree that introduces dynamic tree restructuring 
mechanism in data stream and find recent frequent patterns. The main disadvantage of this algorithm is every time a 
new item is arrives, it reconstructs the tree. So it causes more memory space as well as time.  

The algorithm most closely related to that proposed in our study is DSTree [20], which discovers exact 
frequent patterns from a data stream. DSTree uses a sliding window mechanism in which the window is divided into 
a fixed number of equalsized, non-overlapping batches of transactions. A canonical ordered prefix-tree structure is 
used to store the current window information. Each node in the tree maintains a list to explicitly store its frequency 
count in each batch. To avoid tree traversal during extraction of the old batch information from the tree, DSTree 
keeps track of the last visited batch at each node by using an additional pointer to the last updated batch number. To 
reflect the sliding of window it shifts the contents of frequency lists in the nodes. Upon a mining request, after 
capturing the information for a full window, an FP-growth-based mining technique is used to mine the complete set 
of frequent patterns from the tree. The DSTree, however, has several limitations. First, because it stores items in 
canonical order, it does not guarantee a highly compact tree structure, which is essential when handling stream data 
to avoid massive storage overhead, to reduce the search space, and to accelerate the FP-growth-based mining 
operation. Second, DSTree maintains the batch information (i.e., frequency count) in each node with the help of a 
list of frequency counts; this list at each node further increases the tree size. Third, another storage overhead issue 
with DSTree is the need to maintain an extra batch pointer at each node to indicate the last-visited batch for this 
node. Fourth, as described in [20], during the tree update phase DSTree does not visit all nodes in the tree (i.e., it 
avoids traversing the whole tree) and does not perform shifting the frequency counts list at each node in practice. 
Therefore, it does not perform the frequency list update operation for the nodes which are not visited during the new 
incoming batch. 

 

 

4. Problem statement 

The problem is to mine closed frequent itemsets in the most recent N transactions (or the most recent N 
samples) in a data stream. Finding frequent patterns from data streams has become one of the important and 
challenging problems, since capturing the stream content memory efficiently with a single-pass and efficient mining 
have been major issues. The FP-growth mining technique is one of the efficient algorithms where the achieved 
performance gain is mainly based on the highly compact frequency-descending FP-tree structure that ensures the 
tree to maintain as much prefix sharing as possible. However, the two database scans and prior threshold knowledge 
requirements of the FP-tree restrict its use in data stream. DSTree uses the FPgrowth mining technique to mine exact 
set of recent frequent patterns from stream data with a single-pass. However, it provides poor compactness in tree 
structure and inefficient mining phase, since it uses frequency-independent canonical order tree structure. The CPS 
tree uses a new technique called as dynamic tree restructuring technique to handle the stream data. This tree 
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constructs a compact-prefix tree structure with single pass scanning. Its performance is as same as FP tree growth 
technique. After creating the CPS [13] tree we can refresh the tree at each window. For restructuring the CPS tree 
they used an efficient restructuring mechanism called as BSM method [14] and path adjusting method. Once the 
CPS tree is constructed current window the algorithm uses bottom up technique to generate exact set of recent 
frequent patterns. This prefix-tree structure called CPS-tree that introduces dynamic tree restructuring mechanism in 
data stream and find recent frequent patterns. The main disadvantage of this algorithm is every time a new item is 
arrives, it reconstructs the tree. Thus, the challenge lies in designing a compact data structure which does not lose 
information of any frequent Itemset over a sliding window. 

 

 

5. Combinatorial explosion 

 

             

              Fig 1: Transaction Table                              Fig 2: Tree for first sliding window 

 

       

              Fig 3: Tree for second sliding window         Fig 3: Delete another Transaction 

 

6. Proposed Solution 

6.1 Addition 

Addition ( TId,  Itemset Vector, FP FP Tree) 

{ 
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add Help ( TId, PreviousPrefix, Previous occurance, Parent Itemset, Parent ISNew Start Position, FPTree, 
Treenode) 

{ 

For ( Start Position to Parent Itemset size ) 

If ( Parent IsNew ) 

Node ISfrequent = true; 

tempItemset push back Item; 

maxEnd = ParentItemset; 

else 

node mySupport++; 

If ( maxnewSupport less than mySupport ) 

maxNewSupport = nodemySupport 

If ( nodemySupport is less than Support ) 

Continue; 

else 

Temp Itemset pushback parentItemset; 

If ( node Isfrequent) 

node mySupport = 0; 

TempIsNew pushback true; 

newStart++; 

else 

TempIsNew pushback (false); 

If  (need Load occurance) 

Occurance Femily resize ( newStart ); 

If ( parent prefix size is zero ) 

For ( pos begin to end ) 

For ( Start position to parentItemset size ) 

 If ( ParentIS New ) 
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Node ISfrequent = true; 

tempItemset pushback Item; 

maxEnd = ParentItemset; 

else 

node.mySupport++; 

If ( maxnewSupport less than mySupport ) 

maxsupport = nodemysupport 

If ( nodemysupport is less then Support ) 

Continue; 

else 

TempItemset pushback parentItemset; 

If ( node Isfrequent ) 

node mySupport = 0; 

TempIsNew pushback ( false ); 

If ( needLoad occurance ) 

Occurance Femily resize ( newStart ); 

If ( parent prefix size is zero ) 

for ( pos begin to end ) 

{ 

posIdx is right; 

else  

getoccurance; 

for ( position begin to end )  

posFP= posFP → parent; 

while ( parent 0 to maxEnd ) 

pos 2 = Increase find ( posFP → item ); 

posFP = posFp → parent; 

for ( position begin to end ) 
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maxnew Support = node mySupport; 

for ( position begin to end ) 

posI → second IsInfrequent = True; 

return max new Support; 

}  

 

6.2 Deletion 

Deletion ( TId, Itenset, FPTree ) 

{ 

deleteHelp ( TId, Itemset, parentISNew, FPTree, CETRoot) 

} 

deleteHelp ( TId, Parent Itenset, parentISnew, start position, FPTree, Treenode ) 

{ 

For ( startposition to size ) 

needCount = true; 

if ( mySupport >= Support) 

pushback Itemset; 

else 

erase itemset; 

for ( position begin to end ) 

If ( position first is greater than Itemset back ) 

break; 

elseif 

erase itemset 

elseif 

Increase start position; 

else 

pos Isfrequent = true; 
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if ( Itemset toerase != 0 ) 

for ( position begin to end ) 

erase mychildren node; 

if ( need Count ) 

for ( position begin to end ) 

node Support = position Support 

} 

Printme ( node, lerex ) 

{ 

for ( size is zero to current prefix size ) 

print current prefix 

if ( node mychildren size is not equal to zero ) 

for ( position begin to end ) 

print pos → first, position Support; 

position myTIdsum, ISfrequent; 

ISunpromising, ISclosed; 

for (position begin to end ) 

current prefix pushback 

printme ( posI → second, lerex + 1 ) 

current prefix popback! 

else 

print newme; 

} 

 

7. Experimental Setup 

We present the results of our comprehensive experimental analyses of the performance of the CT-tree over 
CPS-tree and data streams-tree [20] for several real datasets. Table 1 provides some statistical information about the 
datasets used in the experimental analyses. 
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Database No. Of Items  Avg. length Max length  #Records  Window size 

Connect-4 129 43 43 67,557 1000 

Mushroom 120 23  23  8124 1000 

 

Table 1: Dataset Characteristics 

All programs were written in Microsoft Visual C++ and run with Windows 7 on a 2 GHz CPU with 3 GB 
memory. Runtime specifies CPU and I/Os and includes, unless otherwise specified, tree construction, and mining 
time. The results shown in this section are based on the average of multiple runs for each case. 

 

 

Graph 1: Performance for Connect4 
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Graph 2: Performance for Mushroom 

Fig 5: Runtime comparison between CPS-tree, DS Tree and Proposed CT Tree 

 

 

 

8. Conclusion 

Data streams data and sensor data are also becoming richer. In nowadays more high-speed data streams are 
generated in different application domains, like millions of transactions generated from retail chains, millions of 
calls from telecommunication companies, millions of ATM and credit card operations processed by large banks, and 
millions of hits logged by popular Web sites. Mining techniques will then be very significant in order to conduct 
advanced analysis, such as determining trends and finding interesting patterns, on streaming data. I have studied the 
concept of data streams and how the frequent patterns are mined over data streams. In addition to this, I have 
analyzed the different existing research works of frequent pattern mining over data streams. Propose algorithm, to 
discover and maintain all frequent itemsets in a sliding window that contains the most recent samples in a data 
stream. An efficient in-memory data structure, is used to record all frequent itemsets in the current sliding window. 
Experimental studies show that the running time of the algorithm is not sensitive to the sliding window size and 
outperforms a state-of-the-art algorithm that mines frequent itemsets without using incremental updates. Under low 
minimum supports or when applied to dense data sets, CET has much fewer number of nodes than the total number 
of frequent itemsets. 
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